Aid of Final Degree

The Aid of Final Degree addresses to international students (B.A./M.A.) who are planning their final academic degree. PHD-Candidates please address the Welcome Centre in order to receive the guidelines for PHD-students. Consisting of a financial aid this program supports international students to perform in their final studies with a less of a financial strain. The following criteria refer to applicants who wish to receive the Aid of Final Degree:

- Indigence (e.g. if previous study terms where financed through part time employment).
- good performances in the course of studies
- it is desirable to achieve a well-waged final degree within the next 6 months
- letter of reference confirming successful study

Application Documents:

- filled application-form including a picture (preferable not older than a year)
- informal letter of justification
- Curriculum Vitae
- study achievements (transcript confirmed by the examination office of your faculty)
- current certificate of enrolment
- letter of reference, preferably by academic advisor of final thesis

Dates: - July 15 - financial aid starting in October (at the earliest) of the same year
- January 31 - financial aid starting in March (at the earliest) of the same year

Amount of Scholarship and Length:

- Relative to the financial resources and the application students can receive an amount to 650 Euro per month (for 1 to a maximum of 6 months)
- Graduates/Doctoral Candidates can receive an amount to 750 Euro per month (for 1 to a maximum of 6 months)

According to experience scholarships are mostly awarded for 1 month.

Please send application documents to:

Scholarship Committee for Foreign Students/ Stipendienkommission für internationale Studierende
via:
International Office der Universität Bielefeld
Raum D0-120
Universitätsstr. 25
33615 Bielefeld
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